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Introduction 
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Aim
• To introduce Reference 

Architectures and provide a high 
level summary of the DGIWG 
Geospatial Reference 
Architecture (DGRA), including its 
components, functions, key roles 
and standards
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The Defence Geospatial Information 

Working Group (DGIWG)

Structure:

DGIWG is based on a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) between nations and 
voluntary support

• 22 Member Nations

• 4 Observer Nations

Vision

Interoperability of geospatial information 
and services in multinational defence 
environments

Approach
The exploiting of “Open Standards” built by 
organisations including OGC and ISO

Developing implementation profiles of 
those “Open Standards”



The Military Geospatial Domain 

• The military geospatial domain is both complex 
and diverse

– Numerous organisations 

– Different datatypes and formats

• There is a requirement to collect, process, store, 
analyse and disseminate geospatial data and 
services

• Community Agreed Standards are used to ensure 
that geospatial data/ services are open and 
interoperable

However……

• Standards can be complex and it can be difficult 
to understand which standards to use and how 
they should be implemented

• To overcome this organisations such as DGIWG 
are developing Reference Architectures to aid 
the implementation of standards
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What is a Reference Architecture (RA)?
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• A Geospatial Reference Architecture is:

“A high level technical description of a system for 
enhancing the discovery, access, and use of Geospatial 
information by standardizing formats and protocols for 
access and interoperability” (AUS Bureau of Meteorology)

• Specifically a Reference Architecture is a 
strategic blueprint that:

– Provides an authoritative source of information 
about a specific system

– Explains the purpose and objectives of the 
system

– Describes the individual system components, 
functions, roles and standards

– Describes the relationships among all the 
system elements and the wider environment in 
which it will be used



Benefits of a Standards Based RA

Maintains a Golden Thread between the 
technical standards, the functionality they 
support, the software that implement these 
and the Military capability that is utilised by 
the end user.

Which enables…

• A better understanding of the value of standards

• An increased uptake of standards

Which leads to…

• Better interoperability between systems and 
organisations

• Accelerated development of geospatial systems

• Reduced development time and cost

• Improved data /system quality
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DGRA Approach

• Informed by approaches used by other communities e.g. the NATO ISR 
Interoperability Architecture (NIIA)

• Initially focused on the collection/ dissemination of data to geospatial users 
(This could be expanded to include specialist use cases e.g. Imagery, C2 etc.)

• Based on recognised standards - ISO Standard ISO 10746 - Reference Model of 
Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP)

Information Technology

Computational

Enterprise Engineering

Geospatial 

Data System
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Five viewpoints to describe the Reference 
Architecture for a system:

• Enterprise View

• Information View

• Engineering View

• Computational View

• Technology View



DGRA - Enterprise View

Interoperable Exchange Formats

Metadata Enabled

Federated Geospatial Data 
Sources

Common Interfaces

The aim of the DGRA is to enhance discovery, access and use of geospatial 
information in the Military domain. This is enabled by:
• Adopting a Service Orientated Approach
• Developing a set of community agreed interoperable exchange formats
• Developing common standards and interfaces
• Sharing metadata for services and data

Enterprise 
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Enterprise View:   Defines the purpose, scope and policies of the system 



DGRA - Enterprise View (cont)

DGRA Standards Model – Shows Current and Future DGIWG Standards and Links 
them to Specific System Functions
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DGRA - Information View
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• Summary of the various data types  and 
associated information models used 
within the system e.g. Vector data / DGIF, 
metadata / DMF etc

• Specifically it summarises the information 
components of the DGRA which includes:
– Data and Information Models
– Data Maintenances Process
– Data Exchange Formats

Vector Data 
e.g. DGIF Information Model
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Symbology and Portrayal 

Imagery and Gridded Data

Metadata
e.g. DMF Information Model

Sensor and Observations 

Semantics

Information

Information View : Describes the semantics of the  information 
used within the system e.g. Vector, Metadata, Imagery, Portrayal 



DGRA – Engineering View

Logical Relationships  - Shows a high level Logical view of DGRA Components 
Summarising their Functionality and Relationship to Core Systems Roles

Engineering 
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Engineering: Describes the system components, their relationships and 
functions



DGRA - Computational View
Computational 

• Summary of the core computational interfaces used in the system. 
Specifically it summarises each of the systems geospatial services 
including mandatory operations and their functions

For example:

Standard Description Mandatory Operations Function

WMS Service for 
visualising map data

GetCapabilities Returns descriptive information 
(service metadata) about the specific 
map service

GetMap Returns a rendered map

GetFeatureInfo Feature attribute information
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Computational View: Describes the systems individual interfaces 
e.g. Standards and the operations they use



DGRA - Technology View
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• Describes the compliance of software available to system developers in terms of 
their compliance DGRA specifications. To achieve this it:

– Summarises the testing and compliance process

– Summarises the available software and the interfaces with which it is complaint 

• For example:

Software Function Compliant interfaces Compliance Comments

Software X Publishes 
Geospatial Services Web Map Service 

(WMS)
Was tested using OGC CITE tools for 
DGIWG profiles 

Web Feature Service 
(WFS)

Was implemented and tested at CWIX

Web Processing 
Service (WPS)

Implementation was demonstrated at 
the OGC testbed 18. No CITE test 
currently exists for this standard

Technology 

Not included in the Initial Version of the DGRA

Technology view : Describes the technology choices available to realise system 
in terms of their compliance to the specifications described other viewpoints

(illustrative data only) 



Future Concepts and Technology

• Will include:
– Emerging technology and concepts 

relevant to the defence community
– Emerging standardisation 

requirements relevant to the DGRA

• This will provide:
– A brief summary of the emerging 

concepts / requirements
– An indication of the level of 

potential impact on DGIWG and the 
DGRA

– An indication of timescale:
• 1 - 2 years
• 3 - 4 years
• 5+ years
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DGRA Wider Relevance

• OGC

– Utilised by OGC and used as the basis for 

its Interoperability Reference Architecture.

– Maintaining a strong link with DGRA which 

will provide the Defence component of 

the OGC RA

• NATO

– DGIWG Working with NATO to understand 

how the DGRA can be utilise support its 

requirement 

• Individual Members Nation 

– Working closely with DGIWG member 

nations to integrate DGRA in to policy
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Summary

• DGIWG has adopted a recognised Standards based approach for 
the DGRA

• The DGRA is a blueprint witch describes all the system elements 
and the relationships to the standards which enable them

• The DGRA will help to communicate how DGIWG’s standards fit 
together, enable systems functions and should be implemented

• The DGRA will become the core document for prioritising 
DGIWG’s future work

• The DGRA’s relevance has been recognised by the wider 
Geospatial community e.g. OGC, MOD and NATO
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Questions
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